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Cultivated cells obtained by amniocentesis for antenatal diagnosis were examined for the
of keratin filaments by immunofluorescent staining techniques. In primary cultures, cells
in fibroblast type colonies do not possess keratin filaments whereas cells in epithelial type colonies
show positive staining of keratin fibres. The majority of cells in amniotic fluid type colonies also
stain positively with antikeratin antibody. After the primary cells have been subcultured, most of
them appear fibroblastic yet stain positively with antikeratin antibody. The patterns formed by
these stained fibres resemble those seen in primary cultures of amniotic fluid type cells. These
results indicate that the amniotic fluid type cells (which predominate in primary cultures) and the
majority of cells in subcultures (routinely used for antenatal diagnosis of genetic metabolic disorders)
are epithelial in origin.

SUMMARY
presence

Cultivated amniotic fluid cells have been widely
used for the antenatal diagnosis of genetic metabolic
disorders.' 2 These cultures are known to consist of a
mixed population of cells,3-° and the basal activities
of various enzymes in these cells have been shown to
vary according to the cell type and tissue of origin.6-9
For diagnostic purposes, therefore, it is important
to be able to identify the origin of cells in amniotic
fluid cultures. At present, these different cell types
are recognised and classified primarily on the basis
of morphology into epithelial (E) cells, amniotic
fluid (AF) cells, and fibroblast (F) cells.3 5 1011
Studies of the synthesis of type IV collagen and a
glycoprotein component of epithelial basement
membrane suggested that at least some of the AF
and F cells may also be epithelial in origin.'2-14
Recent studies have shown that almost all epithelial cells contain abundant keratin filaments.'5-'8
I show here that a great majority of amniotic fluid
cells contain keratin filaments and are therefore
epithelial in nature.
Materials and methods
CELL CULTURES

Amniotic fluid cultures were established according to
published procedures.3 19 Briefly, amniotic cells
(l04-105) were seeded in 35 mm petri dishes containing 2- 5 ml of Eagle's minimum essential medium
supplemented with penicillin (100 units/ml), streptoReceived for publication 19 February 1982.

mycin (100 F±g/ml), glutamine (34 ,mol/l), and 25%
fetal calf serum. The cultures were incubated in 5 %
C02/95 % air, humidified atmosphere, and were fed
twice a week with the same medium. Colonies of
amniotic fluid cells were examined between the
5th and 15th days. Cultured cells were dissociated
with 0.2% trypsin/0 .02% ETDA and seeded into
the same growth medium. Subcultured cells, between the 1st and 5th passages, were also examined.
IMMUNOFLUORESCENT STAINING OF KERATIN

The preparation and characterisation of an antibody
to keratins of human epidermal stratum corneum
have been described previously and the antibody to
keratins was kindly provided by Dr T T Sun, Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine.'7 Immunofluorescent
staining of keratin filaments in cultured amniotic
cells was carried out according to the method of
Sun and Green.'8 By using this antikeratin antibody,
keratin filaments have been demonstrated in skin
keratinocytes in all epithelial cells which line the
female genital tract and in various other stratified
epithelia, but not in connective tissues or in cultured
mesenchymal cells.'6 17
Results
IMMUNOFLUORESCENT STAINING OF PRIMARY
CULTURES OF AMNIOTIC FLUID CELLS

In 24 amniotic fluid samples examined, the majority
of colonies (>70%) were identified morphologically
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as AF type cells. The second most frequently observed population contained E type cells (20 %). The
third cell type, F type, was detected with relatively
low frequency (<10%). By using the antikeratin
antibody, keratin filaments were shown in skin
keratinocytes and all epithelial cells of the female
genital tract, but not in connective tissues nor in
cultured mesenchymal cells.16 17 In addition, the
ability to produce keratin is retained during serial
cultivation of human epidermal cells.'8 When
primary cultures of amniotic fluid cells were treated
with antikeratin antiserum and examined by indirect
immunofluorescence microscopy,18 cells in E type
colonies showed positive staining which was confined to fibrous structures. In most cases (>80%),
these keratin filaments were interconnected through
intercellular bridges which are presumably anchored
in desmosomal attachments. This morphological
appearance is similar to that of cultured human
epithelial cells. Some E type cells have keratin fibres

IMMUNOFLUORESCENT STAINING OF
SUBCULTURED AMNIOTIC FLUID CELLS

Primary cultures of amniotic fluid cells containing
all three cell types were subcultured and grown
through five passages. Most of these subcultured
cells appeared fibroblastic and grew in swirl patterns
or parallel arrays. Despite their fibroblastic appearance, over 90 % of these cells were found to be keratin positive (fig 3). The stained fibres resembled the
patterns seen in primary cultures of AF type cells.
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in radial arrays around the nucleus, while others
have arrays of longitudinal fibres (fig 1). Over 90%
of cells in AF type colonies also stained positively
with the antikeratin antibody, but here the keratin
fibres were exclusively retained in the cytoplasm
(fig 2). Thus, the patterns of keratin fibres were
different in AF and E type cells. On the other hand,
F type colonies did not stain with the antikeratin
antiserum suggesting a mesenchymal origin.
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FIG 2 Immunofluorescent
micrographs of AF type cells in
primary cultures stained for
keratin fibres. (Original
magnifications: A x 100; B,C,
D x 700.)
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Discussion
Primary cultures of amniotic fluid cells are clearly
heterogeneous. However, routine antenatal diagnoses
are usually done with subcultures of amniotic fluid
cells which are composed of a relatively homogeneous population and are predominantly fibroblast-like
cells.' 2 It has been postulated, therefore, that after
subculture fibroblastic (F type) cells have a selective

FIG 3 Immunofluorescent staining of subcultures of
amniotic fluid cells by antikeratin antibody. (Original

magnification x 700.)

advantage and overgrow other cell types.3 1112 On
the basis of this assumption, enzymatic activities of
the AF cultures are routinely compared with
cultured skin fibroblasts.69 I have shown that both
E and AF cell types in primary amniotic fluid cultures are positively stained by antikeratin antibody.
In addition, over 90 % of cells in subcultures possess
keratin filaments. These primary and subcultured
cells are, therefore, epithelial in nature. Based on
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Keratin fibres in aniniiiotic flitid cells

these results it may be concluded that in antenatal
diagnosis of metabolic defects a comparison of the
enzymatic activity of amniotic fluid cells with that
of human diploid skin fibroblast cultures should be
approached with caution.
I thank Dr T T Sun for his generous gift of antibody
to keratins and his helpful discussion, Dr Jeanette S
Flex for her advice and help in cultivating amniotic
fluid cells, Mrs A B Moser for her technical assistance, and Dr Pamela Talalay for her expert editorial
help. The work was supported in parts by Grants
NS 16955, NS 13513, and HD 10981 from the
National Institutes of Health.
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